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NEW QUESTION: 1
QM2 and its objects have been recreated using the save queue
manager definitions. The sender channel on queue manager QM1 is
in retry status with an error message AMQ9526: Message sequence
number error for channel 'QM1.TO.QM2'.
Which action will recover the channel?
A. Recreate the objects using save queue manger definitions
B. Restart the sender channel
C. Reset the channel
D. Restart the receiver channel
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the Exhibit.
An administrator recently created a Virtual SAN but no Storage

Policies were defined. A few virtual machines were deployed to
this cluster. The administrator analyzes the default Virtual
SAN policy as shown in the Exhibit.
Based on the exhibit, which two statements are true? (Choose
two.)
A. Losing one cluster node will not affect data availability.
B. Creating a virtual machine will succeed even if it violates
default storage policy.
C. Creating a virtual machine Swap file will fail if it
violates default storage policy.
D. Losing one Hard Disk in a cluster node will not affect data
availability.
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The Virtual SAN policy shows that the tolerate level is on so
losing a cluster node will not affect data availability. Same
is the case with hard disk in cluster node. Losing it will not
affect data availability.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
When a Cisco Unified Communications Manager Express advertises
the directory number pattern in the exhibit, what would the
learned pattern be in the RTMT tool on the Cisco Unified
Communications Manager?
A. 4XXX and the ToDID will be 0:+1972555
B. 4XXX and the ToDID will be 0:1972555
C. 4XXX and the ToDID will be 0:19725554XXX
D. 19725554XXX and the ToDID will be 0:+1972555
E. 4XXX and the ToDID will be 0:+19725554XXX
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation: Explanation:
The answer is 4XXX and the ToDID will be 0:1972555.
Exhibit explain profile dn-block1 alias-prefix 1972555 and
pattern 1 type extension 4xxx.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Cisco Meeting Manager is deployed with an LDAP server that is
configured with domain lab.local and search attribute
sAMAaccountName. Which format should be used to log in to an
account with the username
"cmsadmin" in this deployment?
A. cmsadmin
B. lab.local\cmsadmin
C. [email&#160;protected]

D. lab\cmsadmin
Answer: C
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